
Re: Supplying PPE to the motion picture industry.

    Alpha Medical Resources has been the leading supplier of medical props to the motion picture 
industry since 1992 and we look forward to servicing the industry for years to come. The COVID-19 
pandemic will produce challenges to the way our industry operates upon return. We at Alpha recognize 
that challenge so we have begun compiling the necessary PPE needed to help our industry return. We 
will be able to supply the industry with gloves, face masks, shoe covers, hand sanitizer, and infrared 
thermometers. Much of this equipment is in high demand but through our sources Alpha has begun 
stockpiling in anticipation of the needs for our industry. 

     Pricing for these items are as follows: (we have kept the prices lower than you can find elsewhere but 
if our suppliers increase pricing on us, we may need to adjust our pricing)

Stock #                 Description                                                                                                   Each             Price  

237333BX SHOECOVERS N/TRACTION, UNIV BLU [BX/50PR] 1 $40.00
689981BX MASK, PROCEDURE- EAR LOOPS, BLUE [BX/50] 1 $41.00

921592 GLOVES, EXAM- LATEX, SM CONFIDERM CL 
[BX/100] 1 $18.00

921593 GLOVES, EXAM- LATEX, MD CONFIDERM CL 
[BX/100] 1 $20.00

921594 GLOVES, EXAM- LATEX, LG CONFIDERM CL 
[BX/100] 1 $20.00

1163106 SANITIZER, HAND GEL, ETHYL ALCOHOL (8 OZ./ 
BT) 1 $10.00

1164050 DIGITAL INFRARED THERMOMETER 1 $125.00 

    The face masks and gloves quoted are disposable and meant for one-time use. We have monthly 
allocations from our suppliers so it will be important that each production orders no more than their 



monthly needs to help ensure we fill the needs of other productions. You will be able to submit your 
orders online at www.alphaprops.com in the coming week, once we have updated our site with a 
specific page dedicated to PPE (for our industry only).

    These have been trying times! We at Alpha look forward to being a part of the process that helps our 
industry to return safely.

Sincerely,

Frank Uchalik Jr

President

Alpha Medical Resources, Inc.
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